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Dashboard
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Sort your dashboard by student name, grade,
eligibility, next IEP date, next re-evaluation date and
for EC Directors, by case manager.
Case managers can ONLY see their own caseload
and/or those students associated with them.
EC Directors/Coordinators and administrators can see
every student in the system
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Running Reports

EC Directors/Coordinators and Administrators: Can run a variety of reports to monitor progress on
students as well as staff. You can track which teachers are monitoring goals and which ones are offering
accommodations.
Case Mangers: You can run reports on individual students’ progress on IEP goals and use of
accommodations
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Administrative Functions

Easily set up your school account by adding users, subjects, and students.
You will want to add your users first and assign them their role in your school.
After users are added then you will want to add the subjects.
Once all this is complete then it is time to add students!
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Be sure to input students’ first and
last name in this section.

Optional
OHI, AU, SLD (specify), ID, etc…

This must be updated after each IEP meeting to show the most recent date
Select the case manager.
Add service delivery here: Resource
Math, ELA, CA, ICR, etc…
All teachers in
your school are
displayed here.

Optional

You need to select the
staff who teaches this
student. The selected
staff will then
automatically move over
to the goals &
accommodations page.
Optional
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Student Summary Page
See previous page to see how to edit
a student main page.

This is also
where you go to
ADD new goals
and
accommodations
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Reviewing IEP goals at a Glance

Easily see each goal a student has and which subjects are monitoring the goal. Also using
the progress bar quickly determine how close you are to meeting your progress monitoring
goals.

By simply clicking on the + New IEP Goal icon you can quickly and easily add goals.
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Student name displayed here
Case Manager’s name displayed here
A brief description of the goal name.

Copy and paste the goal
here!
This is where you give SPECIFIC instructions on how you want the goal measured.
The directions are to ensure that anyone who measures the goal measures it
exactly the same way every time the goal is measured this increases FIDELITY.
How many times do you want to collect data on this goal?

When do you want to start collecting data?

When is the last day you want data collected?

Select the teachers that you want to
monitor this specific goal. This list of
teachers comes over from the staff you
select on the student’s main page.

There are three ways to measure goals:
1.

Yes/No- the student either did
or didn’t do something
2. Dual Counter- how many times
did the student complete the
task out of how many attempts?
The system will calculate the
percentage
3. Counter- How many times did an
event occur?
*** You must select the one that you
think best measures the goal based on
the information you are looking to
collect

Recommendations:
End either two
weeks before the
IEP expires, or end
approximately two
weeks before the
end of school. Just
be sure to re-set
your collection date
to start when the
school year begins.

Be sure to select the correct
subjects with the teachers
you have selected. This will
allow you to track trends
based off subjects.
Teachers need to see their
subject
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Student’s Name Displayed here
Place a brief name of the accommodation here: Ie: extend time, separate setting, etc…
This is where you give specifics about the accommodation, such
as up to 100% time, or up to and including 12 students, etc.

Select the teachers that are responsible for
providing this accommodation. This list of
teachers comes over from the staff you
select on the student’s main page.

Please note this button. This is when you need
to add multiple accommodations that will be
associated with the SAME teachers and SAME
subject. After you add information for one
accommodation, click this button and it will
automatically add the teachers and subjects so
all you need to input is the accommodation
name and detail. You can use this as many
times as you have accommodations to add!

Be sure to select the correct
subjects with the teachers
you have selected. This will
allow you to track trends
based off subjects.
Teachers need to see their
subject

